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ABSTRACT

This paper addresses the problem of reliable transmission
of sensed data through a vast field of small and vulnerable
sensors towards a sink node. We concentrate in this paper on
networks deployed rapidly in harsh environments as needed
for instance in disaster-relief scenarios. Hence, emphasis has
to be put on the minimization of the global energy consump-
tion of the network and on providing both fast data trans-
missions and a rapid network setup. Therefore, we introduce
a new gradient broadcasting routing algorithm for wireless
sensor networks, U-GRAB, where the broadcasting decision
is taken according to a utility-based policy. This policy fa-
vors the broadcasting of packets for nodes that experience
non-congested channels and have a satisfactory energy level.
Our simulation results show that this new forwarding strat-
egy greatly improves the robustness/energy/delay trade-off of
GRAB, the current state-of the art solution in gradient broad-
casting techniques.

1. INTRODUCTION

The reliable transmission of sensed data across large-scale
wireless sensor networks (WSN) has triggered lots of efforts
in current research projects. Recent technologies offer low-
cost and low-power chips that can be deployed for monitoring
purposes in open fields. When a node senses some change in
the environment, it advertises its data to one or several sink
nodes. Due to the large scale of such networks, a multi-hop
transmission is often used between the data source node and
the sink. Therefore, the routing algorithms must provide ro-
bust end-to-end transmissions, which is even more important
when nodes are deployed in environments with hazardous op-
erational conditions (e.g. high temperature, fire, humidity...).
In such conditions, nodes are prone to an increased number
of failures and wireless transmission becomes less reliable.

In this work, we target applications with a high frequency
of reception failures at the nodes due to severe working con-
ditions, i.e. packets losses due to channel variability or
node failures. In this context, traditional single path ap-
proaches such as Directed Diffusion [1] or Rumor routing
[2] are not suitable. In this case, the source-sink path easily
breaks, which triggers a new flooding stage for route discov-
ery. Route repair techniques may in that case be applied [3],
but such a strategy also introduces an additional delay for
path repair. Moreover, we concentrate on scenarios where
nodes have to be deployed rapidly, as for instance for disaster
relief applications and in such conditions, the network has to
be up and running as quickly as possible. Hence, there is no
time for complex beforehand route computations and/or rate
allocation as targeted in other robust routing techniques for
WSN [4, 5]. To summarize, in this paper, we will concentrate
on proposing a solution which adapts to the changing envi-
ronment without triggering too much overhead at the network
layer (and hence reducing the energy consumption of the net-
work) while providing a quick network response. Reducing
energy consumption and delay will affect the transmission
robustness. Our design goal is to achieve the best possible
robustness/energy/delay trade-off in the design of the routing
strategy.

Robustness can be achieved through a hop-by-hop or an
end-to-end acknowledgement procedure at the medium ac-
cess or at the transport layer [6]. In this case, and for net-
works suffering from high packet losses, transmission delays
due to retransmissions are increased drastically [7]. Since we
have a stringent delay constraint, we disregard such options
which are more suited to WSNs whose purpose is to monitor
with a high fidelity a phenomenon where robustness trans-
mission has to be guaranteed.

Another mean of introducing more robustness is by intro-
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ducing totally redundant transmissions, either by defining re-
dundant source to sink paths in the network or by allowing
several nodes at a time to forward a packet based on given
forwarding policies. Redundant source-sink paths are con-
structed in braided multi-path routing algorithms [8], [9],
which are multi-path versions of Directed Diffusion. In these
works, N routes are reinforced after the flooding stage and
maintained with either ’keep alive’ packets [8] or by alter-
natively sending the data in a round robin manner on each
path to reduce the route maintenance load [9]. Such solu-
tions, where routes have to be directly defined also introduce
additional delay in the set up stage of the network.

To provide a rapid sensor network roll-out and quick
transmissions, gradient broadcasting techniques are the most
promising solutions (cf. [10, 11, 12, 13, 14]). In these ap-
proaches, no routes are set prior to sending data, and only
costs are assigned to nodes being equal to the minimum cu-
mulative link cost to the sink node. This network setup stage
is very short and light in terms of overhead since only one
broadcast per node is needed to create the cost field [11]
When a sensor has some data to send, it broadcasts its data
packet by assigning its own cost to the packet cost Qp. The
neighbor nodes with costs smaller than the packet cost Qp de-
cide to broadcast the packet or not, based on a set of forward-
ing rules. If the packet is broadcasted, its cost Qp is updated
with the cost of the forwarding node. All the cost values of
the network create a gradient field with the lowest value lo-
cated at the sink and all subsequent transmissions always roll
down the hill to reach the sink. When several sink nodes ex-
ist, several cost fields are determined. The cost field is either
set up by an a-priori flooding stage [10, 11, 13] or on-demand
with a request / response packet exchange [14, 12]. The net-
work setup is fast since a single flooding stage is needed to
create the cost field. No complicated procedure is needed to
create routes from sources to sink and hence no additional
route repair procedures are implemented to guarantee robust-
ness. Also, to deliver a fast network response, no hop-by-hop
or end-to-end acknowledgements are considered. The sta-
tistical redundancy obtained to multiple packet forwards is
supposed to provide enough robustness for the information
to be gathered at the sink. Of course, there is a price to pay
in terms of energy since more nodes participate in the for-
warding effort. Hence, the policy chosen to decide whether
a node closer to the sink forwards or not a message impacts
the robustness / latency / energy trade-off and constitutes the
heart of the protocol.

This work introduces a gradient broadcasting algorithm
for wireless sensor networks, U-GRAB, relying on a utility-
based forwarding policy where nodes decide to forward or
not a message. Our aim is to improve the reference gradi-

ent broadcasting algorithm GRAB [11] which exhibits very
good robustness statistics but at the price of a high energy
consumption and transmission delay. To reduce the energy
due to packet broadcasting, we introduce a utility-based pol-
icy that accounts for the current congestion of the channel and
the energy level of the node. Hence, we are able to reduce the
number of redundant copies while maintaining the same level
of robustness as GRAB. Also, we aim at greatly improving
the transmission delay compared to GRAB by reducing its
constraint on the number of next hop neighbors receiving a
packet to forward.

The proposed utility-based distributed policy can be ana-
lyzed within a game theoretical framework. The correspond-
ing game is a non-cooperative game where the cooperative
behavior of the nodes is enforced by means of a pricing func-
tion. This function selectively rewards nodes for forwarding
based on their energy level and on the congestion of their
channel. This game is closely related to the Santa Fe Bar
Problem (SFBP)[15] where a congested resource, the bar, is
shared by a set of agents, the bar customers.

We show that the exact derivation of the game equilibrium
and obtaining a closed-form expression of all the parameters
of the utility function is tedious. We propose instead a heuris-
tic, utility-based distributed algorithm where the nodes adjust
the parameters of their own utility functions depending on
their current energy level. As performed in the GRAB al-
gorithm, the gradient cost field is set up in the first stage by
assigning a cost to each node depending on its distance to the
sink. It is the forwarding stage of U-GRAB that differs from
GRAB: once a node has the proper cost for broadcasting a
packet, it decides to forward or not based on the utilities it
gets knowing the congestion of the channel and its own re-
maining energy. The tacit cooperation induced by our dis-
tributed heuristic is shown to improve the energy expenditure
of the whole network by efficiently spreading the broadcast-
ing task among the sensors with higher energy levels.

The utility based policy of U-GRAB is presented in section
2 and its distributed implementation is in section 3. Simula-
tion results are given in section 4 and a conclusion is drawn
at the end of the paper.

2. THE U-GRAB ALGORITHM

The GRAB algorithm is one solution for reducing the num-
ber of forwarding nodes by defining a forwarding mesh us-
ing a credit based approach. Based on extensive simulations,
we have compared the GRAB performance with the simplest
version of a gradient broadcasting algorithm (referred to as
BGB hereafter) where a node forwards a packet if its cost is
smaller than the packet cost (i.e. it is closer to the sink). We
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have observed that GRAB needs less energy than BGB for re-
liable environments. In order to achieve the same robustness
as the BGB algorithm when the probability of node failure
increases, GRAB spends as much energy as BGB. GRAB is
also about 2 to 3 times slower than BGB. This is due to the
power adjustment feature of GRAB that only broadcasts the
packets to reach a fixed number of Nn = 3 neighbors. Con-
sequently, a communication uses more hops than BGB. Our
aim is here to provide a gradient-based algorithm that: i) Re-
duces the number of forwarding nodes when the network is
reliable, ii) Provides robust transmissions when the network
becomes unreliable and iii) provides faster sensor-sink com-
munications than GRAB. In the following, our proposed ap-
proach uses the same cost field setup strategy as GRAB. It
differs from GRAB by its forwarding policy, i.e. regarding
the rules that make a node decide whether to forward a packet
or not if the packet cost is higher than its own cost.

A utility-based forwarding policy We consider a network
of N sensors; notation N = 1, . . . ,N, with n ∈ N . Each
sensor n shares the wireless channel with a set of neighbor
nodes denoted Vn = 1, . . . ,V , with v ∈ Vn. When a node n
receives a packet of cost QP > Qn, the node has to choose a
strategy sn in the strategy set S = {0,1} where:

• sn = 1 corresponds to the action Forward packet,

• sn = 0 corresponds to the action Drop packet.

Let cVn be the level of congestion of the wireless channel
used by node n and its neighboring nodes in vicinity Vn. The
level of congestion for the channel is defined as the number of
concurrent accesses on the channel at time t. In addition, let
c denote the congestion limit of the channel. The channel is
considered congested if cVn ≥ c and not congested if cVn < c.
Let 0≤ αn ≤ 1 denote the benefit value to sensor n for using
the channel to forward a message and 0≤ rn ≤ 1, the reward
for not wasting energy in rebroadcasting a packet. The utility
function for node n is then given by:

u(sn,cVn) =


αn if sn = 1 and cVn < c,
αn−1 if sn = 1 and cVn ≥ c,
rn if sn = 0.

(1)

Each sensor chooses the action that yields the maximum
utility, knowing the values of the rewards and the congestion
status of the channel. The choice of αn and rn shapes the
behavior of the nodes. Hence, the expected utilities depend
on the particular strategic choice sn of node n, its reward αn

for using the channel, its reward for energy savings rn and
the congestion status cVn of the channel which depends on
the strategic choices of agent n and its neighbors.

This utility function can also be defined by introducing a
negative externality E to show the influence of the congestion
on the channel. If the channel is congested (i.e. cVn ≥ c),
E(cVn) = 1 and if the channel is free (i.e. cVn < c), we have
E(cVn) = 0. With this notation, we can define the payoff as:

u(sn,cVn) = sn [αn−E(cVn)]+ rn.(1− sn) (2)

We want the reward for not forwarding rn to provide more
benefit to a node that has low remaining energy. Hence nodes
with a lower residual energy level are not inclined to broad-
cast while nodes with full batteries get a better utility for
broadcasting. Consequently, we define rn as the ratio of the
energy already consumed Ec to the initial available energy
E0: rn = Ec/E0.

A game theoretical perspective In the game model cor-
responding to the utility-based policy of Eq. (1), the nodes
are the players that choose among two strategies, Forward
(sn = 1) and Drop (sn = 0). If the payoff of Forward is
larger than the payoff of Drop, the sensor transmits, other-
wise the sensor drops the packet. We consider that a sensor
has always some data to send. The game is repeated for each
packet transmission. Since rn is a function of the energy con-
sumption at node n, the equilibrium of each repeated game is
changing for each stage of the game. In this section we derive
the mixed-strategy Nash-Equilibrium (NE) for one particular
stage of the game, i.e. having rn and αn values fixed. Since
the game is a finite strategic form game, a mixed-strategy NE
exists.

Our utility-based policy is inspired by the Santa Fe Bar
Problem (SFBP)[15] where a congested resource, the bar, is
shared by a set of agents, the bar customers. The customers
enjoy their evening at the bar only if it is not over crowded
(i.e. the capacity of the bar is lower than a fixed limit c). The
main difference with the forwarding game is that a player’s
decision impacts the congestion of the channel for only a sub-
set of the players, i.e. the neighboring nodes. Moreover,
due to the overlapping of coverage areas, some nodes con-
tribute to several ’channels’. Therefore, some nodes in a set
of neighbor nodes sharing the channel may sense a congested
channel while others see it free. As a consequence, the nodes
that receive the same packet to forward do not necessarily
have the same view of the level of congestion of the chan-
nel. Further, in the SFBP problem, rn = 0 and there is no
reward for not attending the bar. We recall that this reward is
introduced to account for the energy depletion of a node and
reduce its incentive to forward and cooperate when its energy
is low.
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Nash-Equilibrium analysis Given {αn,rn}n∈[1..N], the ex-
pected payoff a sensor n gets from selecting the action For-
ward is given by

E[u(1,cVn)] = αn.P(cVn < c)+(αn−1).P(cVn ≥ c)

with P(cVn < c) (resp. P(cVn ≥ c)) the probability that the
channel is free (resp. the channel is congested). Since
P(cVn < c) = 1−P(cVn ≥ c), we have:

E[u(1,cVn)] = αn−P(cVn ≥ c) (3)

The expected payoff for playing Drop is given by:

E[u(0,cVn)] = rn (4)

A sensor will maximize its own payoff by forwarding if
E[u(1,cVn)] > E[u(0,cVn)]. Thus, we have:

αn−P(cVn ≥ c) > rn (5)

We consider a mixed-strategy equilibrium where each sen-
sor n has a different equilibrium probability pn of playing
Forward. This assumption is due to the fact that in a realistic
network, the reward rn = Ec/E0 is likely to be different for
every node as it is a function of the traffic a node has trans-
mitted previously. The set of probabilities of forwarding pn

can be expressed by:

pn = Prob [αn−P(cVn ≥ c) > rn] (6)

Since rn is fixed for all the nodes trying to access the chan-
nel at the same time, the equilibrium is completely deter-
mined by the values of the reward of forwarding αn of all
the nodes. If a clear relation between the vector of αn and the
pn can be determined, the values of the forwarding rewards
can be chosen such as for instance to maximize the probabil-
ities of forwarding of the nodes knowing the distribution of
the energy rewards of the nodes.

As shown by Eq.(6), pn is a function of P(cVn ≥ c), the
probability of the channel being congested. This conges-
tion probability is a function of the forwarding probabilities
of all the neighbor nodes Vn of n. For each neighbor node,
its forwarding probability also depend its own values of αn,
rn and the forwarding probabilities of its respective neighbor
nodes. Hence, we have pn = f (α,r), where α = [α1, ...,αn]
and r = [r1, ...,rN ]. Further, the pn values are also strongly
influenced by the medium access control (MAC) protocol
which modifies P(cVn ≥ c) by properly scheduling the trans-
missions. Hence, deriving the distribution of the congestion
probability is very complex since it depends on the distri-
bution of the network, the physical transmission properties
which determines the set of overlapping coverage areas, the

MAC layer implementation and the flows being transmitted
in the network.

The Nash Equilibrium solution for the forwarding prob-
abilities in (6) has little practical value, as not enough in-
formation is available to accurately characterized all the pa-
rameters. Moreover, since the game is repeated with differ-
ent rn parameters, new probabilities have to be computed for
each transmission. In the following, we propose a distributed
heuristic approach for which nodes adaptively choose their
transmission probabilities based on the value of αn which is
updated by the node n throughout its lifetime by measuring
and interpreting the activity on the channel.

3. THE DISTRIBUTED U-GRAB HEURISTIC

Congestion measure The exact number of concurrent
transmissions on the wireless channel at time t can not be in-
ferred by a sensor. The sensor’s radio has only a partial view
of the channel occupancy. However, compared to the prob-
lem where the players don’t know the number of consumers
that will attend the bar, we have a first valuable hint on the
congestion level of the channel at the time of the decision.
This hint is the ’busy channel’ information when listening to
the channel just before sending a packet. Therefore we know
that at least one sensor is already transmitting. When multi-
ple channels are available (i.e for FDMA, CDMA systems), a
channel per code / frequency can be considered. Therefore, a
node can quantify how many channels are busy even though
is does not know how many other sensors access each chan-
nel.

The medium access protocol we consider in this work has
no acknowledgement and simply transmits a packet after a
random backoff time. It is able to detect activity on each
channel (frequency/code) and provide such information to
the routing layer using a cross-layer data exchange. In the
simulations, we consider that there is only one common com-
munication channel and hence c = 1.

In the proposed algorithm, we consider the sensed level of
congestion cn as an estimate of the real level of congestion cVn

of the network. We consider that a node chooses rationally its
strategy as follows:

• if cn < c, the network is considered as not congested
and the payoffs for forwarding (i.e. u(1,cn) = αn) and
not forwarding (i.e. u(0,cn) = rn) are computed,

• if cn ≥ c, the network is considered as congested and the
payoffs for forwarding (i.e. u(1,cn) = αn− 1) and not
forwarding (i.e. u(0,cn) = rn) are computed.

The node chooses the strategy that maximizes its payoff
knowing its estimate of cn. Whenever u(1,cn) = u(0,cn), the
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Figure 1: Performance of U-GRAB, GRAB (Fα = 10) and
BGB for p f = {0,0.4,0.8} in terms of robustness and average
end-to-end delay.

sensor flips a fair coin to decide whether it should forward or
not.

Choice of αn We recall that if the channel is not congested,
a sensor transmits if and only if αn > rn, i.e. when the reward
for forwarding is higher than the energy savings reward. αn is
interpreted in this heuristic as an energy threshold that allows
a sensor to forward a packet or not, depending on the amount
of energy remaining in its battery. When a sensor senses the
channel to be free, the payoff function allows it to broadcast
packets until αn.100 % of its energy is consumed. The sen-
sor stops broadcasting packets whenever the energy reward
becomes higher than αn.

Once the energy level has reached αn and the sensor has
stopped broadcasting packets, it is allowed to increase its en-
ergy threshold αn and resume broadcasting if it notices that

its neighbor nodes do not forward any other messages he had
received since he stopped forwarding. In this case, it believes
that its neighbors with costs lower than its own cost do not
forward anymore because their energy level is too low, too.

The value of the energy threshold of a sensor n obtained
after k threshold increases, αn(k), is computed according to
αn(k) = 1−x0.qk where q ∈ [0,1] and x0 ∈ [0,1], providing a
first energy threshold αn(0) = 1− x0. As shown previously,
the equilibrium of the problem depends on the value of αn

and rn, an consequently on the choice of x0 and q. How-
ever, their values are difficult to assess analytically in a real
network as the values of rn are not changing uniformly for
all the sensors. Therefore, we have chosen q = 0.75 and
αn(0) = 0.25 empirically after several tests to provide the
best possible energy statistics.

A sensor decides to increase αn if it notices that no other
neighbor with a lower cost forwards a packet. To detect such
an event, each node counts the average number of packets
Nhigh received from neighbor nodes with a packet cost QP

that is higher than its own cost Q and the average number
of packets Nlow received by its neighbor nodes with a lower
packet cost QP. If Nhigh = 0 there is no traffic on the network.
But if Nhigh > 0 and Nlow = 0, the current node gets packets
to forward that its one hop neighbors do not forward. The
values for Nhigh and Nlow are estimated at runtime using an
exponential moving average.

Note that there is a particular transmission scenario for a
homogeneous network that leads to an oscillatory behavior.
Such behavior is encountered when all the nodes have the
same level of energy (the reward is constant rn = r), the same
values of αn and they all share the same channel. In this case,
all the nodes sense a free channel and transmit concurrently.
Thus, the channel gets congested and the sensors decide not
to forward in the next transmission trial. As the channel be-
comes free again, the nodes resume forwarding and all the
messages collide again. Such a behavior is neither fair nor ef-
ficient as a sensor never gets access to the channel. However,
this scenario is unlikely to arise in a real network because of
3 main reasons. Firstly, as the routing protocol is not slotted
and a random backoff CSMA channel access scheme is used,
the probability that all the nodes see the channel busy at the
same time is very small. Secondly, the fact that the nodes
do not have the same view on the channel congestion due to
overlapping of coverage areas, further limits the occurrence
of such scenario. Thirdly, the condition rn = r is met when
the network is newly started (rn = 0). But as the GRAB pro-
tocol starts with a first cost field setup stage, the distribution
of the rn values is not uniform anymore as the data broadcast-
ing stage is launched.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS
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This section compares the performance of U-GRAB with
GRAB and BGB by focusing on severe environments where
nodes are prone to failures. Node failure is modeled as a first
approximation using a uniform probability where a node fails
with probability p f when transmitting a packet. In this case,
all the nodes are affected identically and independently by
the outage. Even if such uniform error distribution is not re-
alistic, it provides a good first assessment on the performance
of the algorithms.

Robustness, energy and end-to-end delay are assessed for
a 1000-nodes network spread over a 500× 500 meters area.
Nodes are randomly distributed and simulation results are av-
eraged over 100 runs. For every run, 30 randomly positioned
events are created, triggering about 30 +/- 5 messages on av-
erage. All the protocols have been implemented with the
OMNet++ simulator in a modified version of the SENSIM
sensor network simulator presented in [16]. We enhanced the
SENSIM simulator by adding a realistic radio layer model
that accurately accounts for collisions originating from con-
gestion and interference. Additional node failure is modeled
with a uniform independent probability p f ∈ {0,0.4,0.8}.

In Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, we compare the results obtained for
U-GRAB with GRAB and BGB. Fig 1 shows robustness (i.e.
message success ratio) and delay (i.e. average end-to-end de-
lay) performance metrics. Fig. 2 provides energy consump-
tion metrics by showing the total number of forwarded mes-
sages and the percentage of initial energy consumed during
the transmission. Each sensor follows the specifications of a
MICA2 Mote [17]. The GRAB algorithm with a credit fac-
tor Fα = 10 is considered here as it provides the most robust
transmissions and the shortest delay for this parameter value.

From Fig. 1, one can see that U-GRAB outperforms
GRAB in terms of robustness when the network gets really
unreliable. For p f = 0.8, there is an 80% increase in the
message success ratio when the utility-based broadcasting al-
gorithm is used.

The average end-to-end delay is as low as the one provided
by BGB for p f = 0 and p f = 0.4, i.e. about 2.5 times lower
than the delay of GRAB. However, when p f = 0.8, we ob-
serve a drastic increase in delay for U-GRAB. As nodes fail
more frequently in this case, the direct paths break more of-
ten and the paths with more hops succeed by a successive
adaptation to the congestion status of the network. On the
contrary, since GRAB constructs paths with short distance
hops, its average delay decreases for p f = 0.8, resulting in a
significantly worse message delivery ratio.

In terms of energy consumption, it is clear from Fig 2
that U-GRAB uses much less energy than either GRAB or
BGB due to the reduced number of forwarded messages. For
p f = 0.4, there is a decrease of about 40% and 15% in the

Figure 2: Performance of U-GRAB, GRAB (Fα = 10) and
BGB for p f = {0,0.4,0.8} in terms of the forwarding load
and the average energy consumption.

number of forwarded messages and the energy consumption,
respectively. The decision to forward a message based on the
game formulation which accounts for the congestion status
of the channel provides energy savings compared to GRAB
and BGB.

6. CONCLUSION

This work proposes a new non-cooperative game formu-
lation for the forwarding stage of gradient broadcasting al-
gorithms called U-GRAB. The implementation of the game
accounts for the level of energy of a sensor and for the esti-
mated congestion status of the network. These features sig-
nificantly improve the energy expenditure of the network by
reducing with as much as 40% the number of forwarded mes-
sages compared to the standard GRAB algorithm. U-GRAB
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also reduces the average transmission delay and improves ro-
bustness when the probability of node failures is high. Hence,
the U-GRAB algorithm represents a good solution for WSN
deployed in emergency situations where a fast, energy effi-
cient and robust network setup and response is needed for
networks working in a harsh environment. Since we focused
on delay and energy-efficiency constraints, we can not guar-
antee a perfect robustness. However, we’ve been able to im-
prove the robustness/energy/delay tradeoff under these con-
straints compared to GRAB. We will concentrate in our fu-
ture work on further improving this trade-off by introducing a
distributed multiobjective optimization algorithm at the rout-
ing layer.
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